
The Toscanini Recordings: Part 2, The Top 50 
 

Any list of “greatest” Toscanini recordings is going to be personal and arbitrary to some 
degree. Although there are probably 20 of my picks that all Toscanini fans can agree on, the oth-
ers reflect my own tastes and what I look for and want to hear in his performances: a range of 
musical styles, a range of approaches to the music and, as much as possible, good sound. The 
only selection on my list that has the worst sound is the Schubert Second Symphony by the Lu-
cerne Festival Orchestra, a shortwave broadcast in which the sound phases in and out, but the 
performance is so truly exceptional in every way that I simply had to include it. 

But as I say, the only real way to appreciate what Toscanini could do with an orchestra is 
to hear it in the best sound possible, thus I am starting out with five performances taken out of 
sequence alphabetically in order for you to acclimate your ears to his sound profile. And of 
course we need to start with a stereo recording in order to get the best quality. My choice is the 
ill-fated but quite superb April 1954 version of the Tannhäuser Overture and Bacchanale. In this 
performance you will hear the true NBC Symphony sound, not the distorted version that per-
meates so many of his recordings: the luminous yet slightly “edgy” string sound, the rich brass, 
the fine wind playing, all of it, at long last, without the filter of Studio 8-H or the whim of an 
RCA engineer who didn’t know his business. You can also hear in this the most important and 
salient trait of all Toscanini performances: the incredible clarity of texture. My uncle Sylvester, 
who heard him in person once, explained to me that although the whole orchestra sat on the Car-
negie Hall stage in what was a fairly normal seating position, the listener could clearly hear the 
strings, winds and brass slightly separately. The sound profile was both homogenous yet discrete. 
Toscanini really could, and did, “play” his orchestra as if it were a gigantic organ with numerous 
stops that could color its sound just like a symphony, and like an organ it had a slight “buzz” in 
the sound that helped the listener hear every single note. 

From this we go to the NBC performance of the Suite No. 2 from Dukas’ Ariane et Barbe-
Bleue. This astonishing performance runs the full dynamic gamut from ppp to ffff, includes a 
chorus as well as an excellent but unidentified soprano soloist, and shapes and paces the music 
into a coherent whole, a feat that few other conductors have been able to achieve. By the end, if 
you have been paying attention from the beginning, your mouth will be agape at the stupendous 
wholeness of it all, the way he ties all of the loose ends together to produce a cogent and logical 
musical structure. This is exactly what those of us who so greatly admire him glean from most of 
his performances, and why we so often use him as a measuring-stick against other conductors 
(except, of course, in his occasional failures). 

Now we turn to another stereo recording, the 1952 Saint-Saëns “Organ” Symphony. At 
least as reproduced by Urania, the orchestra sounds brighter on top and a little thinner on the bot-
tom, but not so much as to be problematic, and especially if you listen through headphones you 
will be amazed at how modern the sonics are. This almost sounds like a modern-day digital re-
cording. Also note how well Toscanini paces the entire symphony, resisting the temptation to 
overdo the entrance of the organ in the last movement as well as not rushing the music as many 
other conductors do.  

The 1941 Strauss Ein Heldenleben has an opposite problem in that the bass is a bit too 
heavy, but aside from that these are the most startling sonics you’ll ever hear from a Studio 8-H 
broadcast. Even Mischa Mischakoff’s violin solos sound natural, not pinched and shrill as on so 
many other recordings, and the full glory of the NBC Symphony is on display. Aside from that, 
the performance itself is simply extraordinary, echoing Strauss’ comment that “when you con-
duct my music, I hear all the notes!” 



We close out our quintet of the most outstanding Toscanini recordings with the Philharmo-
nia Orchestra rendition of the Brahms Third Symphony. Walter Legge, who arranged for these 
concerts and was bitterly disappointed when Toscanini decided to make them all-Brahms affairs 
(Brahms being one of his least favorite composers), called this the greatest performance of any 
symphony he had ever heard in his life. Especially as remastered and reissued by Testament, it’s 
difficult to argue with him. In the first movement, after the rising chromatic passage, Toscanini 
achieves one of his most wondrous effects, which he pulled off every once in a while in his per-
formance: he gives on the illusion that the orchestra is lifting itself off the ground and literally 
“flying” the music through the air on a long arc of sound. Pay close attention to this passage; it 
will take your breath away; and it clearly shows why hundreds of other conductors, including 
composer-conductors like Strauss, Stravinsky, Kodály and Markevitch, were literally awestruck 
by what Toscanini could do with an orchestra. And no, it’s not “showing off.” It’s musically va-
lid, and it illuminates what Brahms wrote. 

Now, on to the other 45 top Toscanini performances, grouped in alphabetical order by 
composer. 
 
Beethoven: Missa Solemnis (NBC, 1940) I thought long and hard about this one. For differing 
reasons, I love this 1940 NBC broadcast even more than the excellent 1953 broadcast due to the 
extraordinary beauty and blend of the vocal quartet, despite the cracking trombone and the off-
balance microphone placement (too close to the brass and timpani). I also love the 1935 New 
York Philharmonic performance for the singing of Elisabeth Rethberg, Marion Telva, Giovanni 
Martinelli and Ezio Pinza, even though Martinelli’s voice doesn’t blend as well, but this 1940 
performance has a certain aura about it that hypnotizes the listener, the tempi are slower than in 
1953, and the vocal quartet of Zinka Milanov, Bruna Castagna, Jussi Björling and Alexander 
Kipnis is simply fabulous. Also, as Kipnis once said, he sang this work with several conductors 
but only Toscanini understood the secret of the music, exactly how to pace and shape it effec-
tively. In later years we had a few conductors who also understood this, but they learned it from 
Toscanini’s approach. 
 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 1 (NBC, 1951) Again, the best-sounding of all his recordings of this 
symphony and, for me, the best performance, brisk yet somehow relaxed at the same time. A 
template for everyone else’s performances of this work. 
 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3 (NBC, 1949) Once again, I had to think long and hard about this 
since his pacing and shaping here is not as imaginative as in 1939 or as wonderfully relaxed as in 
1953, but this is the closest of his “Eroicas” to the written score tempi and the one that influ-
enced more conductors in later years than any other…plus the sound is very good. 
 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 (BBC, 1939) Not as good sound, but in a way its being recorded 
from a bit of a distance helps one’s appreciation of his command of textures. It’s a bit slower 
than the famous 1952 recording, which is closer to score, but this is surely one of the most po-
werful and overwhelming version of any symphony he ever gave in his life. Even the normally 
calm-sounding horn player Aubrey Brain literally explodes with passion in his third-movement 
outburst. A stunning achievement which Toscanini never duplicated in this symphony.  
 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 (BBC, 1939) Again, I had to think about this one since the late-1939 
broadcast by the NBC Symphony is paced equally well but contains the repeats omitted in this 
one, but inevitably I had to go with the orchestral sound, which is luminous and lustrous here. 



The shift to the last movement with its slightly “distant” horn solo, followed by the winds and 
strings, is absolutely magical and will send chills up your spine.  
 
Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 (NBC, 1938) I’ve lost track of the number of Beethoven Ninths in 
existence by Toscanini—I own six but am also familiar with three others that I don’t own, but 
have heard at least part of—but this is the one I keep returning to because for me it has the best 
combination of 1) tempi close to the score, 2) flexible phrasing even within those quick tempi, 3) 
surprisingly good sound for its time and 4) what I think is his best vocal quartet. I thought it was 
his best Beethoven Ninth the first time I heard it, and even after finally hearing all the others I 
still think it’s the best, PERIOD. 
 
Berlioz: La damnation de Faust: Act II excerpts (NBC, 1947) Too many people overlook this 
gem because it was just an “add on” to his second broadcast of the complete Roméo et Juliette, 
plus it just hasn’t been issued as often, but the warmth and delicacy he achieves in this perfor-
mance is simply astounding and goes completely against the concept of Toscanini as a “machine-
like” conductor.  
 
Berlioz: Harold en Italie (NBC, 1953) Yes, he tampered with the end of the first movement a bit, 
but not to the point of damaging the music, and there are so many little details that you hear and 
notice in this performance that you don’t in anyone else’s that it just sucks you in. The sound 
quality is also top-notch, which doesn’t hurt either. 
 
Berlioz: Roméo et Juliette (Complete, NBC 1947) A towering performance that can sound rough 
and raw if you have a bad pressing, alternately exciting and smooth if you have a good one. 
Mezzo-soprano Gladys Swarthout is excellent in her solo as is tenor John Garris, the chorus is 
fine, and his elastic, flexible phrasing in both the “Queen Mab Scherzo” and the Love Scene mu-
sic is so full of detail and rubato that it will blow your mind. 
 
Brahms: Ein Deutsches Requiem (NBC, 1943) As I mentioned in part 1 of my survey of Tosca-
nini’s recorded performances, the 1937 BBC broadcast is even broader than this one and sung in 
German, but the sound is so ghastly that there’s no comparison. This 1943 broadcast is one of the 
best from Studio 8-H and the only performance of this work I can bear to listen to for two rea-
sons. 1) Toscanini conducts the entire piece in one long arc that binds every bit of it together, 
which keeps the listener from getting bored. 2) He conducts it, as he did everything, with emo-
tion and feeling but NOT with sentiment, pathos or bathos. And those two things make all the 
difference in the world. Toscanini, Bruno Walter and Artur Rodziński were all very fond of bari-
tone Herbert Janssen, even though he was past his vocal prime by the early ‘40s, because he and 
his wife had stood up to the Nazis and fled Germany to make a home in the U.S. so, as you can 
judge, I’m not as happy with his contribution as others are, but soprano Vivien Della Chiesa is 
simply wonderful.  
 
Brahms: Symphony No. 2 (NBC, 1952) I went over my reasons for preferring this recording to all 
his others of this symphony in Part 1. For me, it’s still the classic performance.  
 
Brahms: Variations on a Theme of Haydn (New York Philharmonic, 1936) All three Toscanini 
performances of this I’ve heard are cut from the same cloth and all have slightly different touch-
es in the phrasing and shaping, so maybe you should consider all three to be just one selection 



here, but the unique sound color of the New York Philharmonic just seems to me the best in this 
particular piece. 
 
Cherubini: Requiem (NBC, 1950) To give you an idea of just how much this recording has flown 
under the radar, I never heard it or heard of it until RCA-BMG reissued it as part of their 12 2-
CD sets in the late 1990s, but it just blew me away. Yet another phenomenal performance that 
has more gentleness than pile driver about it. 
 
Debussy: La Damoiselle Élue (New York Philharmonic, 1936) There’s no question but that this 
is one of the all-time great performances of this work, and despite the dated broadcast sound the 
muted yet sparkling sound of the Philharmonic winds and strings are simply hypnotic. 
 
Debussy: La Mer (NBC, 1950) If you have the RCA-BMG issue, I suggest boosting the mid-
range by 1.5 db and adding just a hair of reverb to get the proper sound. Once you do, you’ll be 
amazed at how good it sounds as well as being able to hear all of the myriad little touches that 
Toscanini put into the performance. The New York Phil and Philadelphia Orchestra perfor-
mances are good, but this is the great one. 
 
Falla: El Amor Brujo (NBC, 1942) A performance that is both visceral and suave at the same 
time and, again, often ignored by casual Toscanini listeners. 
 
Gillis: Symphony 5 ½ (NBC, 1947) If you ever wondered if Toscanini could conduct in a humor-
ous, unbuttoned way, this is the performance that will convince you that he could when he 
wanted to. Yet, at the same time, he pulls the music together with his customary long view of the 
score and injects his typical energy and textural clarity.  
 
Gluck: Orfeo ed Euridice, Act II (NBC, 1945) As I mentioned in part 1 of this survey, Toscanini 
might have drawn a lot more fire from critics had be performed this complete opera his way, 
with substitutions and additions from other Gluck scores, but Act II had the fewest such changes 
and for me there is no question that this is the greatest performance of that act ever recorded. 
 
Grofé: Grand Canyon Suite (NBC, 1945) You may certainly consider this a superfluous record-
ing in the Toscanini discography, but I don’t. I regret not buying it on 45-rpm EP discs back 
when I was in high school, but I had just acquired Arthur Fiedler’s stereo recording on an RCA 
LP and, to my mind, Toscanini would have been too stiff. But he wasn’t, and he gives the music 
less frivolous jollity and more dignity than any other conductor. A superb example of what he 
could do, when motivated, with second-class music. 
 
Harris: Symphony No. 3 (NBC, 1940) My favorite recording of Toscanini conducting a truly 
modern piece of classical music. It has no flaws (aside from the sound) and a great many 
strengths. 
 
Haydn: Symphony No. 101 in D, “Clock” (New York Philharmonic, 1929) Light, gentle and al-
most fairy-like, this performance dances across your mind as you listen to it. There’s nothing like 
it in the entire Toscanini discography. 
 
Kodály: Háry Janos Suite (NBC, 1948) Even the most hard-hearted Toscanini critics grumbling-
ly admit that this performance is splendid. One reason why it wasn’t appreciated for such a long 



time was that in its original issue, it had very thin, shrill sound, which RCA finally corrected for 
the CD release in the early 1990s. 
 
Mignone: Fantasia Brasiliera (NBC) Rough sound, but WHAT a performance! This one will 
have you on the edge of your seat from start to finish! 
 
Mozart: Bassoon Concerto in BH, K. 191 (NBC) Sorry, folks, but I really do love this perfor-
mance. Toscanini gives it a touch of lightness and even humor and makes it more likeable than 
normal. 
 
Mozart: Symphony No. 35 in D, “Haffner” (BBC, 1935) Almost identical in phrasing to the 1929 
New York Philharmonic recording, this BBC Symphony performance flows better and, like the 
early Haydn “Clock” Symphony, has a gentle but rollicking feel to it that I really love. 
 
Mozart: Symphony No. 40 (NBC) I’ve yet to hear the conductor who can match this performance 
for passion and drama without injecting pathos or hysteria. 
 
Mussorgsky: Boris Godunov: Act III, Scene 2 Introduction & Polonaise (NBC) This perfor-
mance, a hybrid of the original Mussorgsky orchestration with a few touches by Toscanini, was a 
revelation to musicians in particular when it was first aired, and is still remarkable today. 
 
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition (orch. Ravel) (NBC, 1953) Toscanini added a few “Rus-
sian” touches to the score in order to offset the softer “French” sound of Ravel’s orchestration. 
The Fritz Reiner recording is the only one similar to this, but Reiner’s tempi aren’t as consistent-
ly “right” and he didn’t achieve Toscanini’s extreme clarity of texture. 
 
Ponchielli: La Gioconda: Dance of the Hours (NBC, 1952) Another performance of second-tier 
music that will hypnotize you, and the sound quality on this one is superb for its time. 
 
Roussel: Le Festin de l’araignée – Symphonic Suite (NBC) Yes, I like this even better than his 
recording of Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloe suite. It’s almost as good as his performance of the 
Ariane et Barbe-Bleue suite. 
 
Schubert: Symphony No. 2 in BH (Lucerne, 1939) The sound is from a defective shortwave 
broadcast, but the performance is much smoother and has a more beautiful tone than the 1938 
NBC broadcast. This is yet another landmark interpretation that took the stodgier European con-
ductors by surprise. 
 
Shostakovich: Symphony No. 7, “Leningrad” (NBC, 1942) Now that Urania has finally cleaned 
up the sound properly, it’s not nearly as abrasive-sounding as it was in its original 1967 LP re-
lease. Except for the brisk tempo in the last movement, this is as faithful a representation of what 
Shostakovich actually wrote in his score as you’ll ever hear. You’ll be stunned by all the little 
details you notice as you listen to it. 
 
Sibelius: En Saga (New York Philharmonic, 1936) Again, a little rough in sound, but a touching, 
well-paced performance, much better than his later remake with NBC. 
 



Strauss: Don Quixote (NBC, 1953) One of my favorite Toscanini interpretations. I like the faster 
1939 performance with Emanuel Feuermann, but Toscanini’s phrasing in that was a little stiff in 
places though closer to Strauss’ score tempi. This one is slower all round but has plenty of emo-
tion and atmosphere as well as beautiful playing by cellist Frank Miller and violinist Daniel Gui-
let. 
 
Strauss: Tod und Verklärung (La Scala, 1946) The best of all his performances, in sound as well 
as phrasing and feeling, of one of his favorite repertoire pieces. 
 
Stravinsky: Petrouchka, Tableaux I & IV (NBC, 1940) Even the most die-hard Stravinsky fan 
will be astounded by how much detail he brings out of the score and how well he performs the 
tricky rhythms. Oh, how I wish he had broadcast the entire ballet! 
 
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1 (NBC, 1943) A towering performance, beginning with Tos-
canini playing the opening phrases slower than written in order to give the music greater weight, 
playing a slight crescendo in the two bars just prior to the soloist’s entrance. There are so many 
little details like this in this performance for you to discover that you’ll be on the edge of your 
seat from start to finish, and for me, Vladimir Horowitz never played better in his life than he 
does here. 
 
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6, “Pathetique” (Philadelphia, 1942) Yes, there’s a little extra 
energy in the 1947 NBC Symphony recording, but this one is just so beautifully played and emo-
tional that I had to go with it. In my view, the one Philadelphia Orchestra performance that is vir-
tually perfect from start to finish. 
 
Verdi: Falstaff (Vienna Philharmonic, 1937) Dry sound, and the singers are a little off-mike here 
and there due to their placement on stage, but trust me, not only do the singers inject more humor 
in this performance than the ones in 1950 but the orchestra also sounds jollier and more in-
volved. One of Toscanini’s most miraculous performances. 
 
Verdi: Messa da Requiem (BBC, 1938) I went over his various performances of the Verdi Re-
quiem in part 1 and my reasons for preferring this version. I don’t think you’ll ever hear a better 
one in your life except for the sonics. 
 
Verdi: Rigoletto, Act III (NBC, 1943) A fascinating performance full of elegance and little ruba-
to touches in addition to the customary Toscanini energy, and everyone sings well. 
 
Wagner: Götterdämmerung: Dawn & Rhine Journey (NBC, 1952) No singers on this one, but 
the tempi are less slack and lackluster than in 1941 and the sonics are simply gorgeous. 
 
Wagner: Götterdämmerung: Immolation Scene (NBC, 1941) An astounding performance by He-
len Traubel, backed by Toscanini at his very best. 
 
Wagner: Die Meistersinger (Vienna Philharmonic, 1937) Like the Falstaff, there’s a certain mag-
ic about this performance, especially in the second act, that eludes most other conductors, and the 
cast is uniformly excellent. 
 



Wagner: Die Walküre: Act I, Scene 3 (complete) (NBC, 1941) The best portion of the February 
1941 all-Wagner concert, featuring Traubel and Melchior in excellent voice. Listen for the inter-
esting phrasing that Toscanini adds to the music. 
 
So those are my picks for the best of the best of Toscanini’s recorded performances. I think that, 
if you listen to each and every one of them, whether short pieces or complete operas, you will 
gain an appreciation for what he achieved in a fairly wide range of music, and understand how he 
influenced, directly or indirectly, a large number of conductors. Not all of those he influenced 
have his imagination or command of subtle inflections, which is something that Yehudi Menuhin 
warned against, but ironically the “negative influence” Menuhin warned of did not take place 
among American conductors but among British conductors, several of whom confuse strict me-
tronomic playing at fast speeds with the kind of subtlety that Toscanini achieved in 80% of his 
legacy. 
 


